We all need a Little Help

The difficulties we face in life don’t matter, with a little help we can overcome them.

My father is ill with tuberculosis and he is blind. Whenever he has to go somewhere, my son offers to guide him.

- Margarita, PhotoVoice participant affected by TB
Love and devotion

This couple has been married 52 years, many of which were not easy. But with love and devotion they were able to raise a large and solid family.

I am a doctor, and they are my parents... They have had more than 52 years of union and marriage. They got over their problems with love and devotion and they have been role models to us. They have promoted the values of family union.

-Gema, PhotoVoice participant, health staff
Motivation

It is the challenge against being beaten. Going up, one can face many obstacles and may fall along the way, but it is motivating to make it to the top.

These pictures reflect tranquility, inner peace and motivation to fight, it is hard going up this mountain for we face obstacles and falls, but it is motivating making it to the top and it is worth enduring it all. This is similar to the TB patients who have to fight and endure the bad taste of the medicines until they reach the end of the treatment.

-Carmen, PhotoVoice participant, affected by TB
The hard path to triumph

A friend Olivia faced a hard path during a frustrating phase but with faith she went forward.

Friend Olivia has been through very difficult moments, through drug addiction, frustrations, courage and depression. There is a co-dependency with her partner who is also a drug user. This picture represents how hard it was for her to make it to the top.

-Theos, PhotoVoice participant, affected by TB
The Contender Team

We gain strength through unity. Together we fight against TB every day with an appropriate and warm approach.

We are the team in the department of tuberculosis and we fight daily, facing different challenges sometimes physical or emotional. Nevertheless we continue the fight for our patients and we do it by giving each other support. Together we fight daily against tuberculosis.

- Carmen, PhotoVoice participant, affected by TB
A hard path

An unattractive path. The posts represent the transmission chain that does not respect borders.

A very ugly and lonely path. This is about my disease, because in the beginning of my treatment I felt lonely with this disease that does not have borders. In this picture, I see the posts as a transmission chain. Loneliness and rejection form a deep wound that does not heal.

-Roberto, PhotoVoice participant, affected by TB
My disease

I compare my life with an arid land, a life with addictions and loneliness.

I see an arid land, alone, dry, with no life; this is how I feel because of the drug addiction and for living with a drug user. I suffer rejection from my own family.

-Olivia, PhotoVoice participant, affected by TB
Purity

Water is life. If we don’t take care of the water it is the same as not taking care of our own lives.

This picture reflects many different feelings, among them loneliness which for me is the most common feeling my patients have when diagnosed with TB. Another feeling would be the tranquility they feel when they are in the middle of treatment.

-Judith, PhotoVoice participant, health staff
Pretty Panchita

Destitute and rejected by society, in her backpack she “carries all her life suffering from social stigma”.

She is an indigent who lives on the streets, and her only belongings are her backpack and a blanket that she always carries along. She always suffers from social stigma and rejection.

-Karina, PhotoVoice participant, health staff
Suspicion

The look on this boy’s face reflects stigma and social marginalization.

He is a boy, part of a six-member family, son of a single mother who, desperate from walking long distances with all her children, asked me for a ride. When I invited them to get into the car, the boy gave me this look that to me, reflects social bitterness.

-Gema, PhotoVoice participant, health staff
Both patients and health staff go through different moods when administering or receiving DOTS treatment. Sometimes our mood goes up up, sometimes it goes down.

I went to this Ferris Wheel in a small fair and I compared it to the different moments that both patients and the health staff go through during the treatment (sometimes very motivated = up, and sometimes down = depressed and sad).

-Gema, PhotoVoice participant, health staff
Holding onto life

That is how I felt when I started my treatment but I strongly held onto the support (medicines and family) with the firm intention of getting through this.

I see a person with TB, who despite being alone is happy and holding onto his own pillar of support, saying that he will make it through. That is how I felt at the beginning of my treatment, and after a while I felt much better and was able to hug life (my daughter, my wife and my mother are my life).

-Roberto, PhotoVoice participant, affected by TB
Hope

Life can exist even in arid land and we, as health staff, should offer this same hope to our patients.

This picture shows a flower, which despite its arid environment, has managed to bloom. For me, hope never dies. We, as health staff, have the moral obligation of supporting our patients and helping them bloom, we are the hope for all of them.

-Judith, PhotoVoice participant, health staff
Don’t mark yourself

Each one of us is responsible for not allowing people to stigmatize us.

I chose this picture because I passed by a Tattoo place and noticed two girls choosing a design. That made me think of TB affected people who usually suffer from rejection. Patients are responsible to not to mark themselves, stand up for themselves and fight so that they are not stigmatized.

-Karina, PhotoVoice participant, health staff
The importance of team work and solidarity to support the patient

Despite all our misunderstandings, we continue being a team, which is the most important thing. To continue, together, in the fight against TB and giving full support to our patients.

-Judith, PhotoVoice participant, health staff
Memory marks

Marks reflect scars from the hard moments we faced in life, moments that have also made us stronger.

This is a very old tree, it has suffered with time but it is still strong, providing great shade. I compare this tree with the patients, because each one has their own stories and wounds. With their will and our support, they can move forward and become strong people; like this tree, ready to face whatever comes.

-Carmen, PhotoVoice participant, affected by TB
Values

We have to promote in a daily basis values to become better human beings.

I took a picture of this sign in Secondary #4 where I started studying, and that motivated me because it encourages students to remember and put in practice the true values (tolerance, loyalty, equity, honesty, love, solidarity, respect, justice, responsibility).

-Pavlova, PhotoVoice participant, health staff
Life without drugs

Drugs consume the life of those who consume it.

This is related to my life because having been a drug user represents a manege. This is how the materials are left after being used by addicts who do not mind destroying their lives.

- Conde, PhotoVoice participant, affected by TB
Drowned in my disease

TB Patients are like canal waters, on the surface they seem clean although inside lives the disease.

I took a picture of this canal where you can see clean water in the surface but the dirt from the bottom comes up. That is how I felt with the disease, outside I see myself clean but inside the disease destroys my lungs.

-Francisco Javier, PhotoVoice participant, affected by TB
Corta la Tuberculosis

Las tijeras representan el poder de cada uno para cortar la cadena de transmisión.

Esta foto es de un sastre trabajado con sus grandes tijeras la cual representa el poder que los actores principales (equipo de salud) tienen para cortar la cadena de la tuberculosis.

-Karina
participant de FotoVoz, personal de salud

Cut TB

The scissors represent the power each individual has to cut transmission.

This is a picture of a tailor working with his big scissors that represents the power in which the main actors (health staff) have to cut TB’s transmission.

-Karina, PhotoVoice participant, health staff
Reasons

Each color represents a motivation in our lives (love, energy, tranquility and hope).

These are ribbons of different colors put on the grass. The ribbons represent to me a motivation in our lives. Each color means something: love, energy, tranquility and hope. We all have these reasons within us and we need to apply them in order to keep going forward until we are cured.

-Pavlova, PhotoVoice participant, health staff
Our lungs

I identify the dirty water as the disease in my lungs.

This is a quarry where dirty water is cleaned. I associate it with the disease in my lungs, it stays in me until one decides to clean it with medication.

-Pablo, PhotoVoice participant, affected by TB
Blessing

It represents the importance of family support based on faith throughout our disease.

I took a picture of a calendar's image in which you can see the Holy Father (Pope), the Virgin of Guadalupe and Juan Diego. This represents to me the importance of family, the beliefs that follow us ever since we were little, and the Christian faith. Through them we become people with solid values and we pass it through the generations.

-Pablo, PhotoVoice participant, affected by TB
What is Fotovoz (PhotoVoice)?

It is a process in which people can identify, represent and give strengths to their communities through specific photography techniques. PhotoVoice mixes community approach with photography and social action. It provides cameras to people who have less access to people who are in the power to take decision affecting their lives. It uses the contact with the visual image and the stories that go with them to provide signs, promote the sharing of experiences and promote effective and participatory means to create a healthy public policy.
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Pioneer of the Fotovoz methodology  
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Collaborators  
Centro Regional de Salud Fronteriza, Inc, Programa de Tuberculosis de San Luis Rio Colorado, Jurisdicción Sanitaria III y los Servicios de Salud del Estado de Sonora, AFMES, and SOLUCION TB.

Place: Medical School in San Luis Rio Colorado, Sonora.  
Number of participants: 11 (seven women and 4 men)  
Age range: 21 to 44 years old  
Number of sections: four
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Pavlova Karina  
Carmen Gema  
Margarita Theo  
Pablo

Our asks to decision makers  
• Better resources (human and financial) to the TB Programme  
• Further information to the community to reduce stigma and discrimination  
• Involve private sector and the media in the fight against TB